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1. Introduction

Prior research in supply chain management (SCM) focuses
extensively on firm-level effects of buyer–supplier relationships. A
number of studies test the assertion that sourcing inputs via
collaborative relationships with a few key suppliers is superior to
sourcing inputs through adversarial relationships with many
suppliers (Chen et al., 2004; Balakrishnan and Geunes, 2004;
Parker and Anderson, 2002; Helper, 1991). Such studies provide
evidence that consolidated sourcing yields cost savings and other
benefits for buying firms (Guimaraes et al., 2002; Helper and Sako,
1995; Krause and Ellram, 1997). But the literature’s emphasis on
dyadic relationships, purchasing strategies, and firm-level data
analyses leaves two phenomena largely unexplored. First, a natural
by-product of supply consolidation among buying firms is sales
concentration among selling firms, which may have important
implications for selling firms and their extended supply chains
(SCs). Second, prior studies focus on firm-level effects of SC
relationships despite the fact that SCM is an inter-firm phenom-
enon. We address these gaps in the literature by examining: (1) the
chain-level financial performance effects of SC relationships, (2)
the drivers of chain-level performance, (3) the distribution of SC
relationships’ performance effects across chain members, and (4)

the roles of upstream and downstream relationship characteristics
as drivers of performance at various positions along the SC.

Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 131 (1997)
requires firms selling more than 10% of their total sales to a single
customer to disclose that fact in their financial statements, and
such firms often disclose the identity of their major customer
(MC).1 These MC disclosures, in combination with other archival
financial data, provide a rich data source for extending prior SCM
research that utilizes primary data. We exploit the MC disclosures
to construct concentrated 3-firm supply chains (hereafter, ‘‘CSCs’’
or ‘‘chains’’) – i.e., interconnected firms in which at least 10% of one
firm’s (hereafter, a Supplier’s) sales are to a single firm (a Seller),
which in turn makes at least 10% of its sales to a third firm (a
Buyer). Our tests of the aggregate financial performance of these
CSCs and our analyses of the performance of the Suppliers, Sellers,
and Buyers comprising the chains are consistent with recent calls
for more operations and SCM research that utilizes secondary data
(Boyer and Swink, 2008; Roth, 2007; Fisher, 2007) and extends the
unit of analysis beyond SC dyads (Wu and Choi, 2005).

Many firms now integrate their SCs (Mitra and Singhal, 2008;
Pagell, 2004; Srivastava et al., 1999), and prior research asserts that
doing so enhances performance (Petersen et al., 2005; Rai et al.,
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2006; Narasimhan and Kim, 2002). This study’s first contribution is
its investigation of the aggregate financial performance of CSCs.
Our CSC- (or chain-) level tests are a significant departure from prior
research focused on firm-level effects of SCM (Yeung, 2007; Swink
et al., 2007; Vickery et al., 2003; Rosenzweig et al., 2003). We first
consider whether CSCs produce superior financial performance.
We then examine whether two CSC attributes, concentration and
duration, are drivers of chain-level performance. In light of recent
assertions that competitive advantage is now derived from
competition among SCs, rather than competition among firms
(Harland et al., 2007; Lorenzoni and Lipparini, 1999; Spekman
et al., 1998; Dyer and Singh, 1998; Dyer, 1996), our evidence on the
magnitude and drivers of chain-level performance is an important
extension of prior research.

In firm-level analyses, we first address an intriguing question
that has received scant attention in the literature (Crook and
Combs, 2007): How are any chain-level benefits arising from the
establishment of SCs distributed across chain members? Our
analyses produce some insights consistent with prior studies that
utilize proprietary data and perceptual measures to examine firm-
level effects of SC relationships. However, the analyses also suggest
that some SC-related performance effects are distributed across
chain members differently than others.

Finally, we construct proxies for chain members’ downstream
bargaining power, MC relationship duration, and consolidation of
purchasing among suppliers naming them as a MC. We examine
the associations of these proxies with chain members’ financial
performance, and provide new insights into the drivers of specific
financial metrics for SC members.

The next section develops hypotheses. Section 3 describes the
sample selection and the construction of financial performance
metrics and related benchmarks. Section 4 (Section 5) describes
chain-level (firm-level) tests and related results. Results of
sensitivity analyses are described in Section 6. Section 7 discusses
the study’s main findings. Section 8 identifies the study’s
limitations and offers suggestions for future research. Section 9
concludes.

2. Hypotheses development

Section 2.1 relies on an intersection of transaction cost
economics (TCE) and the knowledge-based view of the firm
(KBV) in developing three chain-level hypotheses. Section 2.2
develops four firm-level hypotheses based on prior research
examining power and dependence in exchange relationships.
We posit that certain attributes of CSCs2 or CSC members affect
financial performance – i.e., return on assets, profit margin, asset
turnover, and cash cycle. In all tests, performance is benchmarked
against that of size-matched industry peers. At the firm level,
metrics are calculated using traditional formulae. At the chain
level, metrics are calculated as the aggregate performance of the
firms comprising the CSCs. Section 3 and Appendix A provide
further details regarding sample selection and variable measure-
ment.

2.1. Chain-level hypotheses

Traditional SC relationships entail limited collaboration, short-
term relationships, and low flexibility (Yeung, 2007; De Toni and
Nassimbeni, 1999; Spekman et al., 1998). Trading partners are
deemed interchangeable, and trade occurs as discrete transactions

(Macneil, 1980; Dwyer et al., 1987; Lusch and Brown, 1996). In
contrast, under modern SCM, SCs are managed as unified systems
(Vickery et al., 2003). Integration of processes across firms
improves efficiency and differentiates products (Arend and
Wisner, 2005), and collaborative relationships drive cost reduc-
tions, enhanced sales forecasting and inventory management, and
indirect benefits such as improved delivery performance (Loch and
Terwiesch, 2005; Cousins and Menguc, 2006; Cooper and Ellram,
1993). Modern SCM exhibits relational exchange, with collabora-
tion, leveraging of SC members’ capabilities, and sharing of benefits
and burdens expected to increase payoffs (Spekman et al., 1998;
Dwyer et al., 1987; Macneil, 1980).

Ketchen and Hult (2007a) assert that several organization
theories could help describe, explain, and predict SC phenomena.3

One such theory, TCE (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1979, 1985), offers
a natural fit in SCM research (Ketchen and Hult, 2007b). TCE
maintains that the combination of uncertainty, managers’
bounded rationality, and exchange parties’ tendency to act
opportunistically creates transaction costs, and that the primary
objective in organizing trade is to minimize such costs within and
between firms (Ketchen and Hult, 2007b). Settings with low
transaction costs favor the market as a mechanism for governing
trade, whereas high transaction cost settings favor governance
within a firm. While TCE is clearest for these pure forms of
governance, the theory is also helpful in contemplating why an
intermediate structure, such as a SC, might be an optimal trade
governance mechanism (Grover and Malhotra, 2003; Rabinovich
et al., 2007).

Williamson (1985) proposes four types of transaction costs –
search, contracting, monitoring, and enforcement. SCM could
reduce all four costs, relative to their levels in open market trade.
Consolidating a large and complex supply base could reduce
upstream search costs, and collaborative, long-term relationships
with upstream and downstream partners could reduce contract-
ing, monitoring, and enforcement costs (Zhao et al., 2007; Das
et al., 2006; Choi and Krause, 2006; Corsten and Kumar, 2005).
Transaction costs have also been viewed as consisting of
coordination costs and transaction risk (Clemons et al., 1993).
Coordination costs are the costs of exchanging information and
incorporating it into a decision; transaction risk is the risk that a
trading party will shirk their responsibilities (Grover and Malhotra,
2003). In market-based trade, unfamiliarity with a trade partner
(e.g., due to a short-term, low volume relationship) precludes
reliance on efficiency-enhancing norms and increases the like-
lihood that the partner will shirk their responsibilities. In such a
setting, coordination costs and transaction risk may both be high.
The establishment of long-term, coordinated SCs is a potential
means of reducing such costs.

TCE supports the notion that SC trade, compared to market
trade, may entail lower transaction costs. But TCE is less helpful in
understanding why SC trade would be preferred to organizing an
activity within a firm (e.g., producing, rather than outsourcing, a
component part), since transaction costs are likely higher under
the SC alternative. Grant’s (1996) KBV is useful in contemplating
why an intermediate governance mechanism may be superior to
organizing activity within a firm. Under KBV, knowledge is the
most strategically important of a firm’s resources – it is the critical
input in production and the primary source of value. Grant (1996)
asserts that KBV may explain recent business trends, such as the
establishment of inter-firm alliances. In the present setting, KBV

2 To reiterate, a concentrated 3-firm supply chain, which we refer to throughout

the paper as either a ‘‘CSC’’ or a ‘‘chain,’’ is comprised of an upstream Supplier, a

mid-stream Seller, and a downstream Buyer. Such entities are referred to as ‘‘hybrid

organizations’’ by Menard (2004) and others because they reside between TCE’s

hierarchies and markets.

3 In developing hypotheses, we draw primarily on transaction cost economics

and the knowledge-based view of the firm. For an overview of how other theories

(i.e., agency, resource dependency, institutional, strategic choice, network, social

capital, and game theories) might be used in SCM research, see Ketchen and Hult

(2007b).
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suggests that the establishment of significant SC relationships
allows firms to access and apply the knowledge of other firms,
without incurring the costs of generating or acquiring such
knowledge themselves.

We posit that coordinated SC trade allows CSCs to reduce the
transaction costs that would be incurred in market trade, yet still
access and apply a broad knowledge base. The first hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 1. CSCs achieve superior financial performance.

We examine two potential drivers of chain-level financial
performance: chain concentration and chain duration.4 Concen-
tration is a measure of a CSC’s interconnectedness, and is derived
exclusively from archival data. Chain concentration is defined as
the product of a chain’s Supplier’s and Seller’s MC sales
concentrations; thus, it is exclusively a downstream-looking
measure of concentration. We posit that higher chain concentra-
tion (i.e., greater interconnectedness among the firms comprising a
CSC) implies more extensive utilization of modern SCM practices.
Greater utilization of such practices should decrease transaction
costs and increase the extent to which knowledge is accessed and
applied throughout the CSC. It follows that concentration is a likely
driver of CSCs’ financial performance. Thus:

Hypothesis 2. CSCs’ financial performance improves as chain con-
centration increases.

Chain concentration, which is a function of the extent of trade
among firms, is one potential driver of chain-level performance.
A second potential driver is the duration of trade among CSC
members, a likely determinant of the level of trust among them.
The literature defines trust as a willingness to rely on an
exchange partner in whom one has confidence (Moorman et al.,
1992). Trust enhances performance in inter-organizational
relationships (Ireland and Webb, 2007; Koka and Prescott,
2002; Currall and Inkpen, 2002; Volery and Mensik, 1998;
Parkhe, 1993). Prior research predicts that goodwill trust
increases the benefits of joint learning, knowledge transfer,
and exploring and exploiting opportunities (Ireland and Webb,
2007; Inkpen, 2001; Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998). Importantly,
goodwill trust emerges in mature relationships in which
repeated exchanges have occurred (Ireland and Webb, 2007;
Tomkins, 2001). Therefore, we posit5:

Hypothesis 3. CSCs’ financial performance improves as chain rela-
tionship duration increases.

2.2. Firm-level hypotheses

Prior research examines the effects of power and dependency in
exchange relationships. Under asymmetric dependency, one party

in a relationship has greater power than the other (Emerson,
1962); the performance of the stronger party improves, while the
performance of the weaker party deteriorates (Buchanan, 1992).
Crook and Combs (2007) and Gosman and Kohlbeck (2006)
maintain that SCM’s benefits accrue to stronger chain members,
who gain favorable exchange terms from weaker members.
Galbraith and Stiles (1983) assert that power is derived from
the importance of the function a firm performs in a SC, and the
exclusivity with which it performs that function. They find that
dependence on a few suppliers is associated with lower profit-
ability, but find no evidence that profits increase when a firm’s
purchases constitute a large portion of its suppliers’ sales. Cool and
Henderson (1998) report that increased Seller dependence on
Suppliers and Buyers is associated with lower Seller profitability,
while Gosman et al. (2004) conclude that retail MCs achieve
unusually high profitability.

The dependency structure between adjacent SC members is
revealed (in part) by the magnitude of trade between the
members, relative to the scope of their respective operations.
Consider two scenarios. Under scenario 1, 40% of Firm A’s total
sales are to Firm B, and these purchases on the part of Firm B
represent 1% of Firm B’s operating input (i.e., sales minus
operating income). Under scenario 2, 10% of Firm A’s sales are
to Firm B, representing 5% of Firm B’s operating input. Ceteris

paribus, we assert that Firm A is in a weaker bargaining position in
scenario 1 than in scenario 2, and thus more likely to perform
poorly in scenario 1.

Suppliers and Sellers in this study have sales concentrations of
at least 10%. Therefore, a likely effect within the CSC sample is that
bargaining power resides predominantly in downstream chain
positions. Hence, we posit:

Hypothesis 4. CSCs’ superior financial performance is captured
predominantly by firms in downstream chain positions.

Similarly, we expect that bargaining power weakness is an
important driver of a chain member’s performance. Consistent
with prior studies (Crook and Combs, 2007; Ireland and Webb,
2007; Lusch and Brown, 1996; Buchanan, 1992; Galbraith and
Stiles, 1983), we posit:

Hypothesis 5. CSC members’ financial performance deteriorates as
downstream bargaining power weakness increases.

Our next hypothesis mirrors H3, and is predicated on the idea
that longer relationships are more likely to involve goodwill trust.
If the benefits of joint learning and knowledge transfer are greater
in such settings (e.g., Ireland and Webb, 2007), and if such benefits
accrue to both buyers and sellers (Myhr and Spekman, 2002;
Kalwani and Narayandas, 1995), then:

Hypothesis 6. CSC members’ financial performance improves as
the duration of downstream major customer relationships
increases.

Many firms have consolidated their supply bases and estab-
lished preferred supplier programs (Ulaga and Eggert, 2006).
Through such programs, buying firms can reduce costs and
improve quality, market responsiveness, and product designs
(Balakrishnan and Geunes, 2004; Guimaraes et al., 2002). Buying
firms typically hold greater bargaining power than supplying firms
naming them as MCs. Hence, we expect that a firm’s financial
performance improves as the extent to which its purchases are
made from suppliers disclosing it as a MC increases:

Hypothesis 7. CSC members’ financial performance improves as
the extent of their purchasing from suppliers naming them as
major customers increases.

4 The two potential drivers of chain-level performance are derived from archival

data, but likely bear some relation to survey-based SC integration variables

examined in prior research. Cousins and Menguc (2006) describe integration as the

linking of suppliers, manufacturers, and customers. Frohlich and Westbrook (2001)

note that integration entails shared operational activities and report that firms with

greater integration achieve superior performance. Vickery et al. (2003) conclude

that customer service mediates the relationship between integration and firm

performance, whereas Rosenzweig et al. (2003) report that SC integration leads

directly to improved performance. Our use of archival data in measuring

characteristics of CSCs is advantageous in some respects—e.g., common method

bias is avoided. It also seems plausible that high chain concentration and long chain

duration are indicative of extensive SC integration activities. But given that our

study does not measure actual integration activities (e.g., intra-chain information

flows or joint problem-solving), it cannot provide strong inferences regarding SC

integration’s performance effects.
5 In chain- and firm-level hypotheses related to duration, we acknowledge the

potential for endogeneity. CSCs and buyer/customer relationships that endure over

time are likely to be those that are profitable.
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3. Sample selection, financial performance metrics, and
performance benchmarks

3.1. Sample selection

The first step in the sample selection is the identification of
Sellers (Table 1). The initial search yielded 941 Sellers, 492 of
which have at least one Supplier and one Buyer with required data
available. Screens related to assuring that firms are linked in an
operating sense, have no finance subsidiaries, and have financial
benchmarks available reduced the sample to 402 Sellers.6

The 402 Sellers occupy the middle position of 1244 CSCs. As
noted in Appendix A, the sample was screened to retain the most
significant CSCs while ensuring that none have identical Supplier/
Seller or Seller/Buyer relationships. This screen reduced the sample
to 456 CSCs. A final screen eliminates repeated firm-years at each
CSC position, resulting in a final sample of 276 CSCs, each with a
unique Supplier, Seller, and Buyer firm-year. For these 276
Supplier, Seller, and Buyer firm-years, there are 189, 156, and
117 unique firms, respectively. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the
sample. On average, 28.9% of Suppliers’ sales are to Sellers,
comprising 3.7% of Sellers’ operating input. The mean duration of
Supplier/Seller relationships is 2.06 years. For Sellers, the
percentage of sales made to Buyers is 21.3% (4.6% of Buyers’

operating input), the duration of Seller/Buyer relationships is 2.70
years, and the percentage of operating input acquired from all
firms naming the Seller as a MC (i.e., consolidated input) is 4.5%.
Buyers’ mean consolidated input is 6.1%. Finally, Fig. 1 describes
two characteristics of the 276 CSCs. Mean chain concentration is
5.9%; mean duration of the CSCs is 1.58 years.

Table 2, panel A provides a year distribution,7 and panel B
provides SIC distributions. In the Supplier and Seller samples, the
most heavily represented industries are 36 (electronic equipment
– 31% and 26% of the Supplier and Seller samples, respectively), 35
(industrial machinery – 13% and 13%), and 28 (chemicals and allied
products – 13% and 13%). For Buyers, SICs 35 (industrial machinery
– 13%), 36 (electronic equipment – 11%), 48 (communications –
10%), and 51 (wholesale nondurables – 10%) are most heavily
represented in the sample.

3.2. Financial performance metrics and performance benchmarks

We examine four metrics: ROA, profit margin, asset turnover,
and cash cycle. ROA (income/assets) and its two factors, profit
margin (income/sales) and asset turnover (sales/assets), are
interdependent, but margin and turnover are commonly viewed
as distinct profitability drivers – profit margin measures efficiency,
whereas asset turnover measures productivity (Atkinson et al.,
2001). Thus, we test ROA and both of its factors. Cash cycle (days

Table 1
Seller identification (Panel A) and sample screening (Panel B).

Panel A

Sample selection and screening procedures to identify Sellers Sample size

Firm-years for which a firm is named as a MC and reports a MC (i.e., Seller firm-years)a 941

Seller firm-years for which at least one Supplier and Buyer have publicly available data 492

Seller firm-years for which a Supplier supplies less than one-third of the Seller’s operating input,

and for which the Seller supplies less than one-third of a Buyer’s operating inputb

466

Seller firm-years not in SIC 99 and with at least one Supplier and Buyer not in SIC 99c 455

Seller firm-years reporting no finance subsidiary, and for which at least one Supplier and Buyer

report no finance subsidiaryd

408

Seller firm-years with an industry benchmark available, and with at least one Supplier and Buyer

with an industry benchmark availablee

402

Panel B

Screens eliminating duplicate CSC relationships and firm-years Suppliers naming

Sellers as MCs

Sellers Buyers named

by Sellers as MCs

Firm-years in unique CSC-years involving 402 Sellers (from Panel A)f 1244 1244 1244

Firm-years remaining after removing CSC-years with duplicated Supplier/Seller or Seller/Buyer

relationshipsg

456 456 456

Firm-years remaining after removing CSC-years with duplicated firm-years at the Buyer, Seller,

or Supplier chain positionsh

276 276 276

Unique firms in test samples 189 156 117

a Firms in the middle of CSCs are referred to as Sellers; firms in the upstream position are referred to as Suppliers; firms in the downstream position are referred to as

Buyers.
b This step removes cases that likely involve sales of items that are capital assets for the buying firm.
c Empirical tests benchmark performance against size-quintile-matched industry (2-digit SIC) medians among firms not reporting MC relationships. Appropriate

benchmarks are not available for firms in SIC 99.
d Firms with finance subsidiaries report data that are distorted by activities unrelated to SC relationships.
e To remain in the sample, the Supplier, Seller, and Buyer comprising a CSC-year must all have a size-quintile-matched industry median benchmark available.
f The 402 Seller firm-years occupy the Seller position of 1244 unique CSC-years. The 1244 CSC-years are unique in the sense that none have the same Supplier, Seller, and

Buyer.
g Although none of the 1244 CSC-years have the same Supplier, Seller, and Buyer, many have identical Supplier/Seller or Seller/Buyer relationships. In such cases, only the

CSC-years with the most substantial (based on sales volume) Supplier/Seller and Seller/Buyer relationships are retained.
h Where duplicate firm-years are included, the firm-year involved in the most highly concentrated CSC is retained. The screening occurs sequentially at the Buyer, Seller,

and Supplier chain positions. Changing the screening sequence does not alter the final sample size, but slightly alters the final sample composition. However, test results and

related inferences are not sensitive to the screening sequence. The samples of 276 CSC- and firm-years are the final test samples for empirical tests.

6 If one firm’s sales to another firm constitute a very large portion of the second

firm’s operating expenses, the items acquired by the second firm are likely capital

assets from its perspective. In such cases, the two firms are not linked in an

operating sense. Firms with finance subsidiaries issue consolidated financial

statements that include data (e.g., finance receivables and finance-related revenues

and costs) unrelated to their core business.

7 Our sample spans 27 years, with 73% of observations in the last 8 years of the

period. Section 6 reports the results of analyses in which the sample is split into the

two regimes mandating MC disclosures (1980–1996 and 1997–2006). The regimes

correspond roughly to what might be termed the pre-modern and modern eras of

SCM.
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inventory plus days accounts receivable minus days accounts
payable), links SCM and capital requirements, and is receiving
increased attention in the literature (La Londe, 2004).8

Firm-level metrics are calculated as noted above for the Supplier,
Seller, and Buyer chain members in each of the 276 CSCs. To measure
chain-level performance, we ignore the boundaries of the firms
comprising CSCs. For example, ROA for a CSC is

Pi¼3
i¼1 IncomeiPi¼3
i¼1 Assetsi

(1)

where i represents a firm in a CSC, Income is income before
extraordinary items, and Assets is average total assets. Similarly,
profit margin (Margin) for a CSC is

Pi¼3
i¼1 IncomeiPi¼3
i¼1 ExSalesi

(2)

where ExSales is a chain member’s sales to firms other than its MC.9

H1–H7 are predictions regarding financial performance,
thereby requiring benchmarks against which to compare the
performance of CSCs and CSC members. For Suppliers, Sellers, and
Buyers, performance is benchmarked against the median perfor-
mance of 2-digit SIC, size-quintile peers. Peer firms are chosen
from the population of all firms on Compustat (for the same year),
excluding firms that are either the selling or buying firm in a MC
relationship. Metrics of CSCs are also benchmarked against
industry competitors. For ROA (for example), benchmarks are
calculated by identifying the firms that produced the median ROA
among 2-digit SIC, size-quintile peers at each CSC position, and
then aggregating across the three peer firms using Eq. (1). The
benchmark competitors’ aggregate ROA is subtracted from the
CSC’s ROA, yielding an industry/size-adjusted chain-level ROA.

The study’s benchmarks reflect prior research suggesting
controls for industry, size, and intertemporal effects (e.g., Field
and Meile, 2008; Devaraj et al., 2007; Luo et al., 2007; Rosenzweig
et al., 2003; Zhu and Kraemer, 2002; Frohlich and Westbrook,
2002). The design follows Dehning et al. (2007) by controlling for
industry at the 2-digit level (controlling at the 3-digit level changes
no inferences). Although industry/size-adjusted performance
metrics (hereafter denoted Adj_ROA, Adj_Margin, Adj_Turnover,
and Adj_Cycle) are undoubtedly influenced by unidentified (and
preferably random) effects, in the study’s design, their magnitude
is attributed to CSC membership effects.

4. Chain-level tests and test results

4.1. Chain-level tests

Tests of H1 are simply t-tests and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests of
CSCs’ adjusted performance metrics. If, as H1 posits, CSCs achieve
superior performance, then adjusted ROA, Margin, and Turnover
will be positive, and Adj_Cycle will be negative. We also predict
that chain-level performance improves as two CSC characteristics,
chain concentration (H2) and chain duration (H3), increase. The
following equation tests H2 and H3:

Adj Metric ¼ b0 þ b1Concentrateþ b2Duration

þ b3HighTechþ b4Powerþ e (3)

where Adj_Metric is a CSC’s adjusted performance metric; Con-
centrate is the extent of chain concentration; and Duration is the
number of years the CSC has existed. Dehning et al. (2007) maintain
that SC performance may be affected by high-technology industry
membership. Eq. (3) includes HighTech, a dummy variable coded 1 if
any member of a CSC is in a high-tech industry, as defined by Francis
and Schipper (1999), to control for this possibility. To control for
industry power effects, we include Power, the weighted average of
CSC members’ industry powers, where a member’s industry power is
its total sales� total sales of the top four firms in its 4-digit SIC, and a
member’s weight is its total sales excluding intra-chain sales� total
sales of the CSC excluding intra-chain sales. Support for H2 and H3 is
indicated by positive coefficients on Concentrate (b1) and Duration
(b2) when Eq. (3) is estimated with adjusted ROA, Margin, or
Turnover as the dependent variable, and negative b1 and b2 when
Adj_Cycle is the dependent variable. If high-tech membership and
industry power enhance chain-level performance, then b3 and b4

Fig. 1. Sample means for key characteristics of concentrated 3-firm supply chains and chain members (N = 276). Throughout the paper, we refer to concentrated 3-firm supply

chains as ‘‘CSCs’’ or simply ‘‘chains.’’ Firms in the upstream, middle, and downstream positions of CSCs are referred to as Suppliers, Sellers, and Buyers, respectively. Sales

concentration is the percentage of a CSC member’s sales made to its MC. Input provided is the percentage of the CSC member’s MC’s operating input provided. Customer

duration is the number of years a CSC member has named its MC as such. Consolidated input is the percentage of a CSC member’s operating input acquired from firms naming

it as a MC. Chain concentration is the Supplier’s sales concentration multiplied by the Seller’s sales concentration. Chain duration is the number of years a CSC has existed.

Total chain revenue is the sum of Supplier, Seller, and Buyer revenue, minus intra-chain revenue. Appendix A provides further details.

8 We restrict our analyses to profitability and cash cycle performance, but other

metrics have been examined in prior research. For example, Chen et al. (2007)

report a temporal decline in firms’ inventory holding periods and find a negative

relation between inventory levels and stock market returns.
9 Equivalently, chain-level ROA (Margin) is the weighted average of the three CSC

members’ ROAs (Margins), where the weights are the members’ respective average

total assets (ExSales). Chain-level asset turnover (Turnover) and cash cycle (Cycle)

are calculated similarly. We exclude intra-chain sales from Margin and Turnover

because such sales are not selling activity when the unit of analysis is a CSC. Intra-

chain sales are akin to a firm with three departments, A, B, and C, passing partially

completed goods from A to B to C. Elimination of intra-chain sales is also consistent

with the accounting procedures entailed in consolidating the financial results of a

multi-division firm.
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will be positive (negative) when Eq. (3) is estimated with adjusted
ROA, Margin, or Turnover (Adj_Cycle) as the dependent variable.

4.2. Chain-level test results

The results in Table 3, panel A support H1. For adjusted ROA,
Turnover, and Cycle, chain-level performance is significant at
p < 0.01. Mean and median Adj_Margin are both positive, but
significance levels in the two tests are only p = 0.389 and p = 0.293.

Thus, the results suggest that the primary driver of CSCs’ superior
ROA performance is their superior Turnover performance. Table 3,
panel B displays descriptive statistics for the four independent
variables included in Eq. (3). Mean (median) Concentrate is 0.059
(0.037), ranging from 0.011 to 0.330. Duration ranges from 1 to 7
years. In 68.8% of CSCs, at least one member is in a high-tech
industry, and Power ranges from 0.002 to 0.961.

From Table 4, Concentrate is positively correlated with Adj_ROA
(p < 0.05) and Adj_Turnover (p < 0.01), and negatively correlated

Table 2
Year (Panel A) and 2-digit SIC (Panel B) distributions.

Panel A

Year Frequency Percent

1980–1998 74 19.6

1999 20 7.3

2000 30 10.9

2001 36 13.0

2002 25 9.1

2003 24 8.7

2004 30 10.9

2005 28 10.1

2006 29 10.5

Total 276 100.0

Panel B

2-Digit SIC Suppliers Sellers Buyers

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

10 Metal mining 1 0.4 – – – –

12 Coal mining 1 0.4 – – – –

13 Oil and gas extraction 25 9.1 21 7.6 – –

17 Construction-special trade 1 0.4 – – – –

20 Food and kindred products 7 2.5 – – 2 0.7

22 Textile mill products 5 1.8 – – – –

23 Apparel, fabric products 2 0.7 9 3.3 – –

25 Furniture and fixtures 3 1.1 – – 1 0.4

26 Paper, allied products 1 0.4 1 0.4 – –

28 Chemicals, allied products 36 13.0 37 13.4 11 4.0

29 Petroleum refining – – 1 0.4 20 7.3

30 Rubber, plastic products 3 1.1 3 1.1 – –

32 Stone, clay, glass products 3 1.1 2 0.7 – –

33 Primary metal industries 2 0.7 3 1.1 – –

34 Fabricated metal products 1 0.4 2 0.7 – –

35 Industrial machinery 36 13.0 37 13.4 37 13.4

36 Electronic equipment 85 30.8 72 26.1 30 10.9

37 Transportation equipment 5 1.8 10 3.6 9 3.3

38 Measuring instruments 15 5.4 7 2.5 4 1.5

39 Misc. manufacturing 1 0.4 2 0.7 1 0.4

40 Railroad transportation – – – – 3 1.1

42 Motor transportation – – 3 1.1 – –

47 Transportation services – – 3 1.1 – –

48 Communications – – 11 4.0 27 9.8

49 Electric, gas services 9 3.3 10 3.6 25 9.1

50 Wholesale, durables 5 1.8 3 1.1 13 4.7

51 Wholesale, nondurables 6 2.2 16 5.8 27 9.8

52 Build materials, hardware – – – – 1 0.4

53 General merchandise stores – – – – 17 6.2

54 Food stores – – – – 7 2.5

55 Auto dealers, gas stations – – – – 3 1.1

56 Apparel, accessory stores – – – – 5 1.8

57 Home furniture, furnishings – – – – 4 1.5

58 Eating, drinking places – – – – 2 0.7

59 Miscellaneous retail – – – – 4 1.5

61 Credit institutions – – – – 1 0.4

63 Insurance carriers 1 0.4 – – – –

67 Holding, investment offices 3 1.1 1 0.4 – –

72 Personal services 1 0.4 – – – –

73 Business services 14 5.1 21 7.6 18 6.5

80 Health services – – – – 1 0.4

87 Engineering, accounting, etc. 4 1.5 1 0.4 3 1.1

Total 276 100.0 276 100.0 276 100.0

By design, the year distributions for Suppliers, Sellers, Buyers, and CSCs are identical.
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with Adj_Cycle (p < 0.10). Duration is positively correlated with
Adj_ROA and Adj_Margin (p < 0.05 in both cases). Control
variables HighTech and Power are correlated with adjusted
metrics at p < 0.05 in five of eight cases.

From Table 5, Concentrate is associated with all four metrics,
with three of the four associations (i.e., those in the adjusted ROA,
Turnover, and Cycle equations) significant at p < 0.05 or better
(t = 2.38, t = 3.25, and t = �2.10, respectively). Thus, the results
generally support H2. The results also provide some support for H3,

given the significant associations between Duration and the
adjusted ROA and Margin metrics (p < 0.01 in both cases; t = 2.87
and t = 3.23, respectively). One inference from these results is that
Duration positively influences Adj_ROA through its strong positive
association with Adj_Margin, whereas Concentrate’s significant
effect on Adj_ROA appears to arise from its significant association
with Adj_Turnover.

In the adjusted ROA, Margin, and Turnover equations,
coefficients on HighTech and Power are significant (at p < 0.05

Table 3
Industry/size-adjusted performance metrics (Panel A) and chain attributes (Panel B) for concentrated 3-firm supply chains (CSCs).

Panel Aa

Industry/size-adjusted performance metrics N Mean Median p-Value, t-test p-Value, sign-rank test

Adj_ROA 276 0.010 0.007 0.001 0.002

Adj_Margin 276 0.001 0.005 0.389 0.293

Adj_Turnover 276 0.196 0.040 <0.001 <0.001

Adj_Cycle 191 �15.2 �15.3 <0.001 <0.001

Panel Bb

Chain attributes N Mean Median Minimum Maximum

Concentrate 276 0.059 0.037 0.011 0.330

Duration 276 1.58 1 1 7

HighTech 276 0.688 1 0 1

Power 276 0.327 0.294 0.002 0.961

a ROA is income before extraordinary items � average total assets. Margin is income before extraordinary items � total sales. Turnover is total sales � average total assets.

Cycle is days inventory plus days accounts receivable minus days accounts payable. Performance metrics for each CSC are aggregated across the Supplier, Seller, and Buyer

members of the chain. Chain-level metrics are adjusted by the median values in the CSC members’ size quintiles and 2-digit industry classifications, and then winsorized at 5%

and 95%. Significance levels are from one-tailed tests.
b Concentrate is the Supplier’s sales concentration multiplied by the Seller’s sales concentration. Duration is the number of years the CSC has existed. HighTech is 1 if any

member of the CSC is in a high-tech industry; 0 otherwise. Power is the weighted average of the Supplier’s, Seller’s, and Buyer’s industry powers.

Table 4
Correlation matrix for concentrated 3-firm supply chains (CSCs).

Adj_ROA Adj_Margin Adj_Turnover Adj_Cycle Concentrate Duration HighTech Power

Adj_ROA 1 0.857a 0.175a �0.038 0.129b 0.119b 0.132b 0.230a

Adj_Margin 1 �0.132b 0.137c 0.068 0.130b 0.063 0.244a

Adj_Turnover 1 �0.558a 0.267a �0.051 0.133b �0.006

Adj_Cycle 1 �0.140c 0.019 �0.222a 0.054

Concentrate 1 �0.026 0.064 0.016

Duration 1 �0.093 �0.005

HighTech 1 0.190a

Power 1

See Table 3 and Appendix A for variable measurement details. Values displayed are Pearson correlation coefficients. Significance levels at p < 0.01, p < 0.05, and p < 0.10 in

two-tailed tests are indicated by ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’, respectively. N = 191 for correlations involving Adj_Cycle; N = 276 for all other correlations.

Table 5
Regression analyses examining associations of industry/size-adjusted concentrated 3-firm supply chain (CSC) performance metrics with chain attributes.

Independent variablesa Dependent variablesb

Adj_ROA Adj_Margin Adj_Turnover Adj_Cycle

Intercept �0.033 �0.041 �0.010 10.947

t-Statistic �4.36a �4.58a �0.10 1.11

Concentrate (+, +, +, �) 0.125 0.076 2.786 �181.016

t-Statistic 2.38a 1.25 3.25a �2.10b

Duration (+, +, +, �) 0.007 0.008 �0.019 �0.207

t-Statistic 2.87a 3.23a �0.68 �0.09

HighTech (+, +, +, �) 0.011 0.003 0.150 �30.413

t-Statistic 1.88b 0.47 2.16b �3.77a

Power (+, +, +, �) 0.053 0.068 �0.089 22.914

t-Statistic 3.90a 4.22a �0.67 0.69

R2 9.3% 8.2% 8.7% 8.2%

N 276 276 276 191

a See Table 3 and Appendix A for independent variable measurement details. Coefficient predictions for the four equations are indicated in parentheses next to independent

variables. Significance levels at p < 0.01, p < 0.05, and p < 0.10 are indicated by ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’, respectively. Intercept tests are two-tailed; other tests are one-tailed.
b See Table 3 and Appendix A for dependent variable measurement details.
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or better) in four of six cases. In the Adj_Cycle equation, the
coefficient on HighTech is negative and significant (p < 0.01). R2s
for the equations range from 8.2% to 9.3%. We note that R2s are
suppressed by the research design decision to extract industry,
size, and intertemporal effects from dependent variables, as
opposed to regressing unadjusted metrics on the four independent
variables included in Eq. (3), plus additional independent variables
controlling for industry, size, and intertemporal effects.

5. Firm-level tests and test results

5.1. Firm-level tests

H4 predicts that CSCs’ superior financial performance is
captured predominantly by downstream chain members. The
following equation tests H4:

Adj Metric ¼ b0 þ b1Sellerþ b2Buyerþ e (4)

where Adj_Metric is one of the four metrics, and Seller (Buyer) is a
dummy variable coded 1 if the firm is the Seller (Buyer) in a CSC.
Support for H4 is indicated by positive b1 and b2, and b2 > b1, in
the equations with adjusted ROA, Margin, and Turnover as
dependent variables, and negative b1 and b2, and b2 < b1, when
Adj_Cycle is the dependent variable.

H5, H6, and H7 examine the roles of bargaining power, MC
relationship duration, and supply consolidation in firm-level
financial performance. Eqs. (5A)–(5C) are estimated for Suppliers,
Sellers, and Buyers (respectively) to test the three hypotheses:

Adj Metric ¼ b0 þ b1Captiveþ b2Durationþ b3HighTech

þ b4Powerþ e (5A)

Adj Metric ¼ a0þa1Captiveþ a2Durationþ a3CInput

þ a4HighTechþ a4Powerþ e (5B)

Adj Metric ¼ ’0 þ ’1CInputþ ’2HighTechþ ’3Powerþ e (5C)

Captive, a proxy for bargaining power weakness, is log(percent
of sales to MC � percent of MC’s input provided); Duration is the
number of years a firm has named a MC as such; CInput is the
percentage of total operating input acquired from all suppliers
naming the firm as a MC; HighTech is a dummy variable coded 1 if
the firm is in a high-tech industry; and Power is the firm’s total
sales divided by the total sales of the top four firms in its 4-digit SIC.

If performance deteriorates as bargaining power weakness
increases (H5), then b1 and a1 will be negative when Eqs. (5A) and
(5B) are estimated with adjusted ROA, Margin, or Turnover as the
dependent variable, but positive when Adj_Cycle is the dependent
variable. If performance improves as MC relationship duration
increases (H6), then b2 and a2 will be positive when Eqs. (5A) and
(5B) are estimated with adjusted ROA, Margin, or Turnover as the
dependent variable, but negative when Adj_Cycle is the dependent
variable. If performance improves as firms consolidate their
purchasing among firms naming them as a MC (H7), then a3

and w1 will be positive when Eqs. (5B) and (5C) are estimated with
adjusted ROA, Margin, or Turnover as the dependent variable, but
negative when Adj_Cycle is the dependent variable. Firm-level
versions of HighTech and Power are control variables in all three
equations.

5.2. Firm-level test results

Table 6, panel A displays mean and median adjusted metrics for
Suppliers, Sellers, and Buyers. Results for Suppliers indicate that
adjusted ROA and Margin are negative and significant at p = 0.018

or better in all statistical tests, but Adj_Turnover is insignificant.
The results indicate that Suppliers’ cash cycles are some 38–41
days shorter than their peers (p < 0.001 in both tests, counter to
our prediction). Results for Sellers produce no strong inferences,
perhaps due to their unique role of both being MCs and having MCs
(test statistics for Adj_Turnover are significant, yet mean
Adj_Turnover is positive while median Adj_Turnover is negative).
Results for Buyers indicate that Turnover and Cycle performance
are strong (more so for the former). Mean and median Adj_ROA are
both positive, but are insignificant. Finally, the results yield no
evidence that Buyers achieve positive Adj_Margin.

Table 6, panel B shows results for H4, which posits that the
benefits of SC relationships accrue primarily downstream. The
values displayed are p-values from estimating Eq. (4). The Suppliers
vs. Sellers comparison indicates that Sellers out-perform Suppliers
on adjusted ROA, Margin, and Turnover (p = 0.024 or better).
However, for Adj_Cycle, the results indicate that Suppliers’ mean
value of �37.9 days is significantly less than Sellers’ mean value of
�13.8 days (p < 0.001). The same pattern occurs in Suppliers vs.
Buyers comparisons. Suppliers perform worse on adjusted ROA,
Margin, and Turnover (p < 0.001 in all cases), but better on
Adj_Cycle (p < 0.001). In Sellers vs. Buyers comparisons, Buyers
perform significantly better on adjusted ROA (p = 0.022) and Margin
(p = 0.073). While casual observation of panel A indicates that
Buyers out-perform (under-perform) Sellers on Adj_Turnover
(Adj_Cycle), panel B reveals that these differences are not significant.
Overall, the results in panels A and B provide substantial evidence
that the profitability benefits of SC relationships tend to accrue
downstream, but that cash cycle benefits are distributed throughout
chains, with some evidence that upstream members capture the
largest share of chain-wide cash cycle benefits.

Table 6, panel C provides descriptive statistics for independent
variables included in firm-level multivariate analyses. Mean and
median Captive for Suppliers exceed the same values for Sellers,
indicating that Suppliers, compared to Sellers, are in weaker
bargaining positions downstream. Duration exhibits considerable
variation, ranging from one to eight years for Suppliers, and one to
11 years for Sellers. Buyers, compared to Sellers, acquire a larger
portion of their input from firms naming them as MCs. Mean and
median CInput for Buyers (0.061 and 0.034, respectively) exceed
the same values for Sellers (0.045 and 0.017, respectively).

Table 7 displays correlation matrices for Suppliers, Sellers, and
Buyers. Captive is generally negatively correlated with Adj_ROA,
Adj_Margin, and Adj_Turnover. Analogous correlations for Dura-
tion are generally positive, though not all are significant. In the
Seller and Buyer matrices, CInput is positively correlated with
Adj_Turnover and negatively correlated with Adj_Cycle (insignif-
icantly so for Sellers). But CInput’s correlation with Adj_ROA and
Adj_Margin ranges from insignificant to significantly negative.

Table 8 provides results for H5–H7. The results for adjusted ROA
and Margin provide solid support for H5. For Suppliers, the
coefficient on Captive is negative and significant at p < 0.10 and
p < 0.05 in the adjusted ROA and Margin equations, respectively.
For Sellers, Captive is also negatively associated with both adjusted
metrics (p < 0.05 or better). The results are inconclusive regarding
Captive’s association with Adj_Turnover. The association is
insignificant for Suppliers, but negative and significant
(p < 0.05) for Sellers, which supports H5. For both Suppliers and
Sellers, the associations between Captive and Adj_Cycle are
insignificant, indicating that bargaining power weakness is not a
precursor to longer cash cycles.

Results for adjusted ROA and Margin support H6. For both
Suppliers and Sellers, Duration is positively associated with both
metrics, and significant at p < 0.05 in three of four cases. In the
Supplier sample, associations between Duration and adjusted
Turnover and Cycle are insignificant. In the Seller sample, the
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positive association between Duration and Adj_Cycle (p < 0.05)
contradicts H6.

Results in Table 8 for Adj_ROA and Adj_Margin do not support
H7. However, the results for Adj_Turnover and Adj_Cycle provide
some support for the hypothesis. For both Sellers and Buyers, the
association between CInput and Adj_Turnover (Adj_Cycle) is
positive (negative). However, the associations are significant only
in the Buyer sample (p < 0.01 and p < 0.05). Hence, while margins
and ROAs appear to be unaffected by the extent of chain members’
purchasing from firms naming them as MCs, such purchasing does
appear to have some favorable association with total asset
utilization and cash cycles.

Overall, the results in Table 8 provide moderate support for the
notion that bargaining power weakness, relationship duration,
and the extent of purchasing from suppliers naming a firm as a MC
are associated with chain members’ financial performance.
However, a clear feature of the results is that CSC member
attributes differentially impact specific financial performance

metrics. The differential nature of the impact is discussed further
in Section 7.

6. Sensitivity tests

No firm-year observation is included more than once in the
sample. But like many studies in finance and accounting, we allow
firms and years to be included multiple times. Following Petersen
(2009), Thompson (2006), and Cameron et al. (2006), we re-
estimated all models in a manner that allows for correlation among
firms (CSCs) in the same year and correlation among years for the
same firm (CSC). Results for all chain-level tests were similar to
main results. For Suppliers, the significance of Duration in the
Adj_Margin equation increased from t = 1.18 to t = 1.66. All other
firm-level results were similar to those reported in Table 8.

When multivariate normal plots indicated unusual observa-
tions, we removed the observations and re-ran our tests. Chain-
level results were unchanged. For Suppliers (Sellers), the

Table 6
Industry/size-adjusted performance metrics (Panel A), comparisons across chain positions (Panel B), and firm attributes (Panel C) for Suppliers, Sellers, and Buyers.

Panel Ab

Industry/size-adjusted performance metrics N Mean Median p-Value, t-testa p-Value, sign-rank testa

Suppliers

Adj_ROA 276 �0.055 �0.008 <0.001 0.005

Adj_Margin 276 �0.145 �0.007 <0.001 0.018

Adj_Turnover 276 0.001 �0.132 0.482 0.085

Adj_Cycle 237 �37.9 �40.7 <0.001 <0.001

Sellers

Adj_ROA 276 �0.025 0.001 <0.001 0.213

Adj_Margin 276 �0.056 �0.002 <0.001 0.074

Adj_Turnover 276 0.213 �0.035 <0.001 0.014

Adj_Cycle 252 �13.8 �19.6 <0.001 0.006

Buyers

Adj_ROA 276 0.005 0.002 0.108 0.211

Adj_Margin 276 �0.001 0.000 0.359 0.285

Adj_Turnover 276 0.233 0.034 <0.001 <0.001

Adj_Cycle 227 �5.4 �9.7 0.084 0.011

Panel Bc

Comparison Adj_ROA Adj_Margin Adj_Turnover Adj_Cycle

Suppliers vs. Sellers, p-value 0.024 0.004 <0.001 <0.001

Suppliers vs. Buyers, p-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Sellers vs. Buyers, p-value 0.022 0.073 0.721 0.185

Panel Cd

Firm attributes N Mean Median Minimum Maximum

Suppliers

Captive 276 2.972 2.981 �0.661 8.903

Duration 276 2.058 1.000 1.000 8.000

HighTech 276 0.547 1 0 1

Power 276 0.029 0.003 0.000 1.000

Sellers

Captive 276 2.553 2.188 �1.083 9.836

Duration 276 2.703 2.000 1.000 11.000

CInput 276 0.045 0.017 0.000 0.554

HighTech 276 0.583 1 0 1

Power 276 0.129 0.053 0.000 0.986

Buyers

CInput 276 0.061 0.034 0.000 0.559

HighTech 276 0.413 0 0 1

Power 276 0.338 0.308 0.000 0.964

a Tests are one-tailed. An italicized p-value indicates the sign of the test statistic is opposite that of the mean.
b Table 3 and Appendix A provide variable measurement details.
c Significance levels in comparisons of chain positions are from two-tailed regression-based tests.
d Captive is log(percent sales concentration � percent input provided). Duration is the number of years the firm has named its MC as such. HighTech is 1 if the firm is in a

high-tech industry; 0 otherwise. Power is the firm’s total sales � total sales of the top four firms in its 4-digit SIC. CInput is the percentage of the firm’s operating input

acquired from firms naming it as a MC. Appendix A provides further variable measurement details.
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significance of Captive in the Adj_ROA equation declined from
t = �1.48 to t = �0.91 (t = �1.83 to t = �0.91). For Sellers, the
significance of CInput in the Adj_Turnover (Adj_Cycle) equation
improved from t = 1.21 to t = 2.02 (t = �0.62 to t = �1.81). Other
results were similar to those reported.

All sample firms were identified based on disclosure require-
ments that were constant during 1980–2006. But because the
sample spans 27 years, we re-ran the analyses separately for 1980–
1996 and 1997–2006. For CSCs, the results for both periods were
consistent with the main results. The firm-level analyses revealed
that for Suppliers and Sellers, Captive’s negative impact on
Adj_ROA and Adj_Margin was greater in 1980–1996 than in
1997–2006 (Captive is not significant in either equation for either
sample in the later period). Thus, highly Captive relationships in
the modern era of SCM appear to be less damaging to a firm’s
profitability than was the case prior to the advent of modern SCM
practices.

The sample includes both manufacturing and service firms
because potential SC effects are not limited to firms or chains that
sell or buy physical products. Nevertheless, we purged our samples
of firms that appear to be engaged primarily in non-inventory-
carrying activities (based on SICs) and re-ran all analyses. The only
notable difference from the main results is that in the Supplier
sample, Captive is no longer negatively associated with Adj_Mar-
gin and Adj_ROA.

CSCs are often comprised of a large Buyer, a medium size Seller,
and a small Supplier (on average, Buyers hold 81% of total CSC
assets). While it is plausible that the size relationships in our
sample are representative of typical SCs, a concern is that metrics
for Buyers dominate chain-level metrics. To address the concern,
we removed CSCs in which Buyers hold more than 85% of total CSC
assets, which reduced the sample by half. In the remaining sample,

Buyers hold 63% of total assets. With the reduced sample,
univariate chain-level results are somewhat stronger than the
study’s main results; some multivariate chain-level results are
slightly weaker, but our inferences remain unchanged.

Most of this study’s main results are robust to the analyses
reported in this section.10 But a persistent finding of the analyses is
a lack of robustness in the inference that bargaining power
weakness (i.e., Captive) is associated with lower ROA and Margin.
We note that estimating the Supplier model does not require a CSC
– i.e., the model can be estimated with all firms making a MC
disclosure. Likewise, the study’s Buyer model can be estimated
with all firms disclosed as a MC. To further examine the robustness
of our findings regarding the roles of Captive, Duration, and CInput,
we re-estimated the Supplier and Buyer equations using all firms
on Compustat that either report a MC or are a MC. Sample sizes for
the tests are 10,093 for the Supplier model and 5485 for the Buyer
model.

Table 9, panel A reports results for the Supplier model. Results
from the large sample strongly support the inference that Captive
is negatively associated with both Adj_ROA and Adj_Margin
(t = �5.28 and t = �5.11, respectively), and that Duration is
positively associated with both metrics (t = 5.18 and t = 6.84,
respectively). The results for Suppliers also indicate that while
firms subject to bargaining power weakness (i.e., high Captive)
may turn total assets at an unusually high rate (t = 2.58), such firms

Table 7
Correlation matrices for Suppliers, Sellers, and Buyers.

Adj_ROA Adj_Margin Adj_Turnover Adj_Cycle Captive Duration HighTech Power

Suppliers

Adj_ROA 1 0.714a 0.270a �0.019 �0.117c 0.111c �0.090 0.049

Adj_Margin 1 0.393a �0.028 �0.177a 0.070 �0.129b 0.075

Adj_Turnover 1 �0.079b �0.009 0.023 0.005 0.087

Adj_Cycle 1 �0.051 0.052 0.034 0.048

Captive 1 �0.045 0.188a �0.193a

Duration 1 �0.004 0.070

HighTech 1 �0.203a

Power 1

Adj_ROA Adj_Margin Adj_Turnover Adj_Cycle Captive Duration CInput HighTech Power

Sellers

Adj_ROA 1 0.796a 0.090 0.195a �0.193a 0.172a �0.143c �0.083 0.107a

Adj_Margin 1 0.122b 0.141b �0.358a 0.197a �0.129b �0.126b 0.182a

Adj_Turnover 1 �0.291a �0.190a �0.036 0.041 �0.100c 0.258a

Adj_Cycle 1 �0.031 0.132b �0.089 0.062 0.031

Captive 1 �0.238a 0.159a 0.153b �0.453a

Duration 1 �0.188a 0.059 0.001

CInput 1 �0.102c �0.158a

HighTech 1 �0.251a

Power 1

Adj_ROA Adj_Margin Adj_Turnover Adj_Cycle CInput HighTech Power

Buyers

Adj_ROA 1 0.846a 0.064 �0.019 �0.016 0.168a 0.207a

Adj_Margin 1 �0.184a 0.148b �0.073 0.071 0.271

Adj_Turnover 1 �0.512a 0.182a �0.018 �0.092

Adj_Cycle 1 �0.189a �0.092 0.026

CInput 1 �0.027 �0.114c

HighTech 1 0.078

Power 1

Tables 3 and 6 and Appendix A provide variable measurement details. Values displayed are Pearson correlation coefficients. Significance levels at p < 0.01, p < 0.05, and

p < 0.10 in two-tailed tests are indicated by ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’, respectively. For Suppliers, Sellers, and Buyers (respectively), N = 237, N = 252, and N = 227 for correlations

involving Adj_Cycle; N = 276 for all other correlations.

10 In main tests, distributions of adjusted metrics are winsorized at 5% and 95% to

dampen the influence of unusual observations. In regression tests, p-values are

based on White’s (1980) heterskedasticity-consistent estimator of the variance-

covariance matrix, and diagnostics reveal no evidence that a few observations are

unduly affecting results. In an additional test, we re-ran all chain- and firm-level

analyses using operating income, rather than income before extraordinary items, in

the numerator of ROA and profit margin. All results were similar to our main results.
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also achieve unusually poor cash cycles (t = 3.87). Finally, the
results in Table 9, panel B confirm the main findings indicating that
adjusted Turnover (Cycle) increases (decreases) as the extent of
purchasing from suppliers naming a firm as a MC increases
(t = 2.87 for Adj_Turnover; t = �7.33 for Adj_Cycle).

7. Discussion

This study relies primarily on TCE and KBV in predicting that
CSCs achieve superior financial performance. The study’s results
show that mean ROA for CSCs is one percentage point higher than
industry norms. Greater productivity, rather than greater effi-

ciency, appears to be the primary driver of CSCs’ superior ROA,
since CSCs produce (at the mean) 0.2 more asset turns than their
industry peers, while their profit margins are not significantly
greater than those of peers. Moreover, we find that chains’ cash
cycles are 15 days shorter than industry norms. These chain-level

findings are broadly consistent with earlier studies (e.g., Frohlich
and Westbrook, 2001; Rosenzweig et al., 2003) which measure
actual integration activities and report that higher levels of
integration enhance firm-level performance.

The study’s chain-level multivariate analyses support several
conclusions. First, chain-level ROA performance is positively
associated with both chain concentration and chain duration.
Moreover, we find that CSC relationship duration is the primary
driver of chain-level profit margin performance, whereas chain-
level asset turnover performance is predominantly a function of
chain concentration. Consistent with the latter finding, the results
of our analyses also suggest that chain concentration is an
important driver of chain-level cash cycle performance.

Table 8
Regression analyses examining associations of industry/size-adjusted Supplier,

Seller, and Buyer performance metrics with firm attributes.

Independent variablesa Dependent variablesb

Adj_ROA Adj_Margin Adj_Turnover Adj_Cycle

Suppliers

Intercept �0.034 0.012 �0.044 �41.80

t-Statistic �1.14 0.15 �0.58 �2.84a

Captive (�, �, �, +) �0.013 �0.050 0.002 �2.29

t-Statistic �1.48c �2.25b 0.09 �0.67

Duration (+, +, +, �) 0.016 0.024 0.006 2.64

t-Statistic 2.20b 1.18 0.31 0.91

HighTech (+, +, +, �) �0.032 �0.112 0.023 7.47

t-Statistic �1.18 �1.70b 0.36 0.68

Power (+, +, +, �) 0.022 0.147 0.541 39.05

t-Statistic 0.30 0.99 2.96a 0.75

R2 3.0% 4.5% 0.8% 0.9%

N 276 276 276 237

Sellers

Intercept �0.007 0.023 0.231 �31.07

t-Statistic �0.31 0.63 1.58 �2.46b

Captive (�, �, �, +) �0.008 �0.032 �0.043 0.790

t-Statistic �1.83b �3.52a �1.74b 0.32

Duration (+, +, +, �) 0.008 0.012 �0.017 4.002

t-Statistic 2.28b 2.50a �1.03 2.21b

CInput (+, +, +, �) �0.193 �0.207 0.904 �50.82

t-Statistic �1.66b �1.06 1.21 �0.62

HighTech (+, +, +, �) �0.019 �0.038 �0.026 7.386

t-Statistic �1.42c �1.70b �0.29 0.79

Power (+, +, +, �) 0.008 0.015 0.871 16.89

t-Statistic 0.21 0.29 2.79a 0.66

R2 6.9% 15.3% 8.4% 2.5%

N 276 276 276 252

Buyers

Intercept �0.021 �0.027 0.218 8.203

t-Statistic �3.37a �3.75a 2.32b 1.04

CInput (+, +, +, �) 0.008 �0.034 1.561 �164.37

t-Statistic 0.23 �0.78 2.48a �2.17b

HighTech (+, +, +, �) 0.019 0.006 �0.011 �10.44

t-Statistic 2.34a 0.77 �0.14 �1.35c

Power (+, +, +, �) 0.052 0.074 �0.220 2.521

t-Statistic 3.72a 4.71a �1.39c 0.15

R2 6.6% 7.8% 3.8% 4.4%

N 276 276 276 227

a Table 6 and Appendix A provide details on independent variable measurement.

Coefficient predictions for the four equations are indicated in parentheses next to

independent variables. Significance levels at p < 0.01, p < 0.05, and p < 0.10 are

indicated by ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’, respectively. Intercept tests are two-tailed; other tests

are one-tailed.
b Table 3 and Appendix A provide details on dependent variable measurement.

Table 9
Regression analyses examining associations between industry/size-adjusted

performance metrics and firm attributes: large samples of firms that either have

MCs (Panel A) or are MCs (Panel B).

Independent variablesa Dependent variablesb

Adj_ROA Adj_Margin Adj_Turnover Adj_Cycle

Panel Ac

Intercept 0.004 0.049 0.218 �14.361

t-Statistic 0.79 5.28a 12.09a �6.88a

Captive (�, �, �, +) �0.005 �0.009 0.008 1.461

t-Statistic �5.28a �5.11a 2.58a 3.87a

Duration (+, +, +, �) 0.012 0.028 0.001 0.825

t-Statistic 5.18a 6.84a 0.18 0.85

HighTech (+, +, +, �) �0.020 �0.050 �0.088 7.215

t-Statistic �5.77a �7.57a �7.84a 5.16a

Power (+, +, +, �) 0.002 0.015 0.022 �0.77

t-Statistic 2.13b 8.46a 7.69a �0.21

R2 1.5% 4.1% 1.6% 0.6%

N 10,093 10,093 10,093 8985

Panel Bd

Intercept �0.004 �0.009 0.088 14.039

t-Statistic �3.40a �6.24a 7.48a 9.78a

CInput (+, +, +, �) 0.006 �0.017 0.644 �179.53

t-Statistic 0.24 �0.63 2.87a �7.33a

HighTech (+, +, +, �) 0.006 0.021 �0.098 9.087

t-Statistic 3.45a 5.07 �7.55a 4.96a

Power (+, +, +, �) 0.021 0.011 �0.000 �20.052

t-Statistic 6.55a 6.18a �0.01 �5.73a

R2 1.0% 1.1% 1.1% 2.6%

N 5485 5485 5485 4149

a Table 6 and Appendix A provide details on independent variable measurement.

Coefficient predictions for the four equations are indicated in parentheses next to

independent variables. Significance levels at p < 0.01, p < 0.05, and p < 0.10 are

indicated by ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’, respectively. Intercept tests are two-tailed; other tests

are one-tailed.
b Table 3 and Appendix A provide details on dependent variable measurement.
c In Panel A, the Supplier model is estimated using all firm-years (with available

data) making a MC disclosure, without regard to whether such firm-years are

involved in CSCs. Firm-years in the upper or lower 1% of distributions for dependent

variables, Captive, or Power, or in the upper 1% of the distribution for Duration, are

removed from the sample. Dependent variables, Captive, Power, and Duration are

winsorized at the upper and lower 5% of distributions.
d In Panel B, the Buyer model is estimated using all firm-years (with available

data) identified as MCs, without regard to whether such firm-years are involved in

CSCs. Firm-years in the upper or lower 1% of distributions for dependent variables,

CInput, or Power are removed from the sample. Dependent variables, CInput, and

Power are then winsorized at the upper and lower 5% of distributions.
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Profit margin is a measure of efficiency, or the ability to control
costs at a given level of sales. Among the determinants of efficiency
is an entity’s experience – the extent and breadth of learning and
experimentation over its history. We find that CSCs’ margins
improve as trading relationships mature. This suggests that mature
trading relationships in which goodwill trust is prevalent foster
efficiency-enhancing norms, joint problem solving, knowledge
sharing, and other collaborations that produce cost savings
(Ireland and Webb, 2007). The positive relation also indicates
that as chain members acquire more joint experience, transaction
costs and duplicated effort may decline, and fixed costs at one or
more chain positions may be exploited to a greater degree by the
extended chain.

Despite the positive association between chain duration and
chain-level margin, the study’s results do not indicate that CSCs
achieve, on average, superior profit margin. Coupled with the fact
that CSCs achieve both superior ROA and superior asset turnover
(Table 3, panel A), this suggests that asset turnover performance is
largely responsible for CSCs’ superior ROA performance. Asset
turnover measures an entity’s effectiveness in generating sales
with its asset base. In the study’s design, a CSC’s total asset base is
the sum of the assets owned by its Supplier, Seller, and Buyer
members. But in a SC, asset utilization is not restricted to the legal
owner of an asset – although assets are owned at the firm level,
they can be deployed to the benefit of many SC members. This
study’s chain-level results support a shared asset utilization

hypothesis. That is, in a SC, asset utilization is leveraged across
the chain, and such asset sharing appears to be the primary driver
of SCs’ competitive advantage and superior profitability.

Test results indicate that chain-related profitability benefits
accrue disproportionately to downstream firms – i.e., Buyers’ ROA
performance dominates Sellers’ ROA performance, which in turn
dominates Suppliers’ ROA performance. However, chain-related
cash cycle benefits appear to be shared throughout CSCs, with some
evidence indicating that cash cycle benefits accrue primarily to
upstream members. One feature of the results for Suppliers in
Table 6 is that their asset turnover is equivalent to or somewhat
worse than that of industry peers, while their cash cycle
performance is far better. A potential explanation for this finding
may be that Suppliers are required to invest heavily in non-
inventory relationship-specific assets (thereby suppressing total
asset turnover), but their MC relationship induces rapid inventory
turnover and/or efficient receivables collections (thereby enhan-
cing cash cycles).

The study’s multivariate firm-level analyses provide some
results that are consistent with prior studies examining perfor-
mance effects of bargaining power and relationship duration. For
example, the results suggest that ROA and ROA’s profit margin
component deteriorate as the extent of bargaining power
weakness relative to a MC increases, but improve as MC
relationship duration increases. The bargaining power findings
support a number of prior studies (e.g., Emerson, 1962; Buchanan,
1992; Crook and Combs, 2007; Cool and Henderson, 1998;
Callahan et al., 2004) contemplating the role of power and
dependence in trading relationships. Results from main tests for
asset turnover and cash cycle performance (Table 8) support no
inferences regarding potential effects of bargaining power and
relationship duration. However, results from supplemental
analyses (Table 9) provide some evidence that supplying firms
subject to bargaining power weakness turn their total assets at a
higher than normal rate (counter to this study’s predictions), yet
have difficulty in achieving short cash cycles (consistent with our
predictions).

We hypothesize that the performance of buying firms
increases in the extent of their sourcing from suppliers who
disclose them as a MC. Results for ROA and profit margin support

no inferences. But, consistent with the hypothesis, the results
provide evidence that such sourcing increases (decreases) asset
turnover (cash cycles). Hence, consolidating purchasing among
suppliers in relatively weak bargaining positions appears to
improve total asset and cash utilization of purchasing firms, in
contrast to Galbraith and Stiles’ (1983) insignificant findings with
respect to the performance effects of sourcing from suppliers with
concentrated sales bases.

Our study has several implications for academics. First, we
show that MC disclosures can be used to identify samples of firms
with significant SC relationships, and that such samples can be
useful when contemplating SCM research questions. We also show
how proxies for variables such as bargaining power and relation-
ship duration can be constructed from archival data, incorporated
into analyses, and support inferences consistent with theory and
prior survey-based research. But our study merely scratches the
surface in terms of the potential uses of MC disclosures and
archival data in SCM research. For 1980–2006, the Compustat
database identifies some 30,000 dyadic MC relationships, exclud-
ing those in which the MC is a government entity. Moreover, the
Compustat database contains more than 400 data items. This
study’s sample, design, and data utilization represent a single
iteration of many sample/design/data utilization permutations
that could be crafted to explore a variety of important SC-related
issues.

Results of this study are also potentially relevant to practi-
tioners because they provide insight into the context, or setting, in
which managers deploy SCM practices. For example, the findings
regarding how chain-related benefits are distributed (or not
distributed) across chain members, as well as the conclusions
regarding relative bargaining power and relationship duration,
may serve as cautionary notes for supplying firms contemplating
binding supply agreements with powerful MCs. Although each
dyadic relationship may be unique, our study suggests that MC
relationships can often be difficult terrain for relatively weak
supplying firms to navigate. Moreover, our conclusions regarding
the drivers of chain- and firm-level performance may help
managers develop realistic expectations for SCM. For example,
the finding of a positive association between relationship duration
and CSC-level profit margin suggests that chain-level efficiency is
derived from ongoing collaboration and joint experience, and is not
achieved instantaneously. Likewise, the finding that consolidation
of purchasing among suppliers with concentrated sales bases
improves total asset and cash utilization, but not profit margins
and ROAs, may help managers forecast the likely outcomes of their
SCM choices.

8. Limitations of the study and suggestions for future research

Not all results of this study are consistent, and the explanatory
power of regression analyses is low. As noted in Hertzel et al.
(2008), a likely factor in these outcomes is our reliance on archival
data in constructing proxies for complex, multi-faceted constructs
(e.g., concentration and bargaining power). A fruitful course of
future research may be the identification and testing of other
factors that account for variation in the performance of SCs and SC
members (e.g., Narasimhan and Kim’s (2002) claim that integra-
tion supports differentiation strategies, or Dekker’s (2004) com-
ments regarding the performance effects of SC governance
structures).11 Developing proxies for such factors via publicly

11 Menard (2004) describes the devices that monitor hybrid organizations as

‘‘private governments,’’ and posits that their degree of centralization depends on

the extent of partners’ mutual dependence and environmental turbulence. It seems

plausible that the design of such private governments could affect the performance

of SCs and SC members.
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available data is one possible avenue, but obtaining survey-based
measures from firms publicly identified as SC members could add
greater validity to any inferences drawn. In particular, in light of
prior studies’ findings regarding SC integration and this study’s
results related to chain concentration and chain duration, an
examination of the relationships among SC integration, SC
concentration, and SC duration may prove fruitful.

Another limitation of our study is its inability to discern which
of several theories best explains the empirical results. For example,
we find that CSCs achieve superior ROA, and that ROA is positively
associated with the extent of chain concentration. While these
findings are consistent with a convergence of TCE and KBV, the
study’s design and tests cannot produce strong conclusions
regarding their relative usefulness in understanding SC phenom-
ena. Future research should continue to examine whether SC
relationships and SCM are performance enhancing. But advancing
the SCM literature also requires the development of research
designs that will further our understanding of why SC relationships
and SCM are (or are not) beneficial.

Our research method is clearly not an experiment in which
the roles of Supplier, Seller, and Buyer are randomly assigned to
firms. Nor do we explicitly identify SC roles in a manner
consistent with theory or prior research. Instead, we rely on
publicly available disclosures to assign SC roles, and then
examine a number of financial performance outcomes. Our
inability to precisely and comprehensively define sample firms’
SC roles may influence our results, which is potentially an
additional limitation of the study.

Another limitation of the study is the possibility of endogeneity
in its inferences regarding relationship duration and performance.
That is, we conclude that longer relationships produce stronger
financial performance, but our empirical methods do not rule out
the possibility that stronger financial performance produces longer
relationships. Finally, we examine only main effects in the
association between chain- or firm-level attributes and financial
performance. Future studies may wish to consider the possibility of
interaction effects.12

9. Conclusion

This study examines the financial performance of concentrated
3-firm supply chains (CSCs). Prior studies use proprietary data in
examining firm-level effects of SCM, but to our knowledge no prior
study has examined chain-level performance using secondary data.
Results of the study suggest: (1) CSCs achieve superior financial
performance, (2) chain concentration and chain duration are
positively associated with CSC-level ROA, and (3) at the chain level,
concentration is associated with ROA primarily via its association
with asset turnover, whereas relationship duration is associated
with ROA primarily via its association with profit margin.

Another contribution of the study is its analyses of the
Suppliers, Sellers, and Buyers comprising CSCs. Results of the
analyses suggest: (1) profitability benefits of SC membership
accrue primarily downstream, but cash cycle benefits are
distributed throughout chains, (2) bargaining power and MC
relationship duration variables constructed from archival data are
associated with profitability in ways consistent with both theory
and the results of prior research, and (3) firms’ acquisition of inputs
from suppliers naming them as MCs has little association with

their ROAs or profit margins, but substantial association with their
total asset utilization and cash cycles.
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Appendix A. Sample selection, sample screening, and variable
measurement

Sample selection

Sample selection began by identifying firms that have a major
customer (MC) and are a MC in the same year. Initially, 941 such
firm-years (Sellers) were identified. Screening reduced the sample
to 402 Sellers (see Table 1). The total number of concentrated 3-firm

supply chain-years (‘‘CSC-years’’ or ‘‘chain-years’’) with these 402
firm-years in the Seller position is

Xi¼402

i¼1

ðSu p plierN � BuyerNÞi (A1)

where SupplierN is the number of firm-years (Suppliers) naming
Seller i as a MC, and BuyerN is the number of firm-years (Buyers)
named as MCs by Seller i. Based on formula A1, the 402 Sellers are
involved in 1244 CSC-years, none of which have the same Supplier,
Seller, and Buyer. But many of the CSC-years have identical
Supplier/Seller or Seller/Buyer links, and some firm-years are
repeated at the three chain positions. The example below shows
how the sample is screened to eliminate these issues. We then use
the data to show how variables are calculated.

Assume two Suppliers A and B name a Seller C as a MC in 2006,
and that Seller C in turn names three MCs (Buyers), D, E, and F, in
2006. Data for the six firms follow:

Sample screening

Seller C has two Suppliers and three Buyers, and thus is part of
six CSCs in 2006 (Formula (A1)):

CSC Supplier Sales to

Seller

Seller Sales to

Buyer

Buyer Total intra-chain

Sales

1 A $60 C $540 D $600

2 A $60 C $420 E $480

3 A $60 C $300 F $360

4 B $30 C $540 D $570

5 B $30 C $420 E $450

6 B $30 C $300 F $330

Data item Suppliers Seller Buyers

Firm A Firm B Firm C Firm D Firm E Firm F

Sales to MC(s) C: $60 C: $30 D: $540;

E: $420;

F: $300

n/a n/a n/a

Total sales $300 $200 $3000 $12,000 $18,000 $25,000

Avg. total assets $250 $200 $2000 $10,000 $12,000 $20,000

Income $12 $14 $80 $800 $600 $1000

12 Our study has two additional limitations arising from its reliance on Compustat

data. First, SC relationships are likely business unit-level relationships, while the

data we analyze are firm-level financial data. Second, although our approach to

specifying benchmark financial performance is consistent with prior research,

classifying firms based on primary SIC codes is sometimes a coarse means of

characterizing their primary lines of business.
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The number of CSCs retained for Seller C in 2006 is the lesser of
the number of Suppliers (2) and Buyers (3). The two CSCs initially
retained are those with the greatest intra-chain sales that do not
involve repeated Supplier/Seller and Seller/Buyer CSC linkages. In
the example, CSC 1 is retained first. The CSC with the next largest
volume of intra-chain sales (CSC 4) is removed because it includes
the same Seller/Buyer linkage (C/D) as CSC 1. Next, CSC 2 is
removed because it includes the same Supplier/Seller linkage (A/C)
as CSC 1. CSC 5 is evaluated next, and because it contains different
Supplier/Seller and Seller/Buyer linkages than CSC 1, it is retained
in the sample. Of the six total CSCs, CSCs 1 and 5 are retained, and
CSCs 2, 3, 4, and 6 are removed from the sample. In the study,
repeating this procedure over the 1244 chain-years reduces the
sample to 456 CSCs, or chains.

None of the 456 CSCs include identical Supplier/Seller or Seller/
Buyer linkages. But the samples of 456 Suppliers, Sellers, and
Buyers include repeated firm-years. Where such repeated firm-
years are included, only the firm-year involved in the most highly
concentrated CSC is retained. In the example above, the screen
results in the elimination (retention) of CSC 5 (CSC 1). In the study,
the screen reduces the final sample to 276 CSCs.

Chain-level testing: performance metrics

We test the industry/size-adjusted ROA, Margin, Turnover and
Cycle of CSCs. We explain the calculations of ROA and Margin
below (calculations for Turnover and Cycle are analogous).

The calculations of all four chain-level performance metrics
ignore the boundaries of the three firms comprising a CSC. For
example, ROA for CSC 1 above is

Pi¼3
i¼1 IncomeiPi¼3
i¼1 Assetsi

¼ $12þ $80þ $800

$250þ $2;000þ $10;000
¼ 7:28% (A2)

where i represents a firm included in a CSC, Income is income
before extraordinary items, and Assets is average total assets.
Similarly, Margin for CSC 1 is

Pi¼3
i¼1 IncomeiPi¼3
i¼1 ExSalesi

¼ $12þ $80þ $800

$240þ $2;460þ $12;000
¼ 6:07% (A3)

where ExSales is sales to firms other than a firm’s MC in the
chain.

Chain performance is benchmarked against the median
performance of a competitor ‘‘chain.’’ This occurs as follows for
ROA. For each firm in a CSC, an industry competitor is identified by
examining all firms (excluding those in MC relationships) on
Compustat in the same 2-digit SIC class and total sales quintile for
the relevant year. After forming these portfolios, the firm selected
as a CSC member’s benchmark is the firm producing the median
ROA. This process is repeated for all Suppliers, Sellers, and Buyers
in the CSC sample, and ROAs for benchmark firms are then
aggregated using formula A2 above. The aggregate ROA of a CSC’s
benchmark CSC is subtracted from the actual CSC’s ROA, yielding
an industry/size-adjusted ROA.

Chain-level testing: CSC attributes

Four CSC attributes are tested as potential contributors to
variation in chain performance. The last two CSC attributes are
control variables:

� Concentrate – a CSC’s Supplier’s sales concentration multiplied by
the CSC’s Seller’s sales concentration, where sales concentration
is the percentage of sales made to the MC. In the case of CSC 1
above, Supplier A’s sales concentration is 20% (i.e., $60/$300) and

Seller C’s sales concentration is 18% ($540/$3000). Thus,
Concentrate for CSC 1 is 3.6%.
� Duration – the number of years a CSC has existed.
� HighTech – a CSC is deemed high technology if any of its members

is in a high technology industry, as identified by Francis and
Schipper (1999).
� Power – a CSC’s industry power is the weighted average of the

three members’ industry powers, where a member’s industry
power is its total sales � total sales of the top four firms in its 4-
digit SIC, and a member’s weight is its total sales (excluding
intra-chain sales) � total sales of the CSC (again excluding intra-
chain sales).

Firm-level testing: performance metrics

In firm-level tests, metrics are calculated in the normal manner
– i.e., firm-level versions of formulas A2 and A3 entail no
aggregation. When a formula involves total sales, intra-chain
sales are not eliminated in calculating firm-level metrics. As in
chain-level tests, the performance of Suppliers, Sellers, and Buyers
is benchmarked against 2-digit SIC, size-quintile peers.

Firm-level testing: firm attributes

For firms at all three chain positions, firm-level versions of
HighTech and Power (defined above) are included in regression
analyses as control variables. The analyses of firms at the Supplier
and Seller positions also include the following variables:

� Captive – log(percentage of a firm’s sales made to its MC � the
percentage of the MC’s total operating input provided), where
operating input is sales minus operating income. For example, in
the case of Seller C above, Captive is log(18% � 4.82%) = 1.318,
where 18% (i.e., $540 � $3000) is the percentage of Seller C’s total
sales that were to Buyer D, and 4.82% (i.e., $540 � $11,2000) is
the percentage of Buyer D’s operating input ($12,000 � $800)
provided by Seller C. Captive is intended to proxy for the relative
power structure within Supplier/Seller and Seller/Buyer dyads.13

� Duration – the number of years a Supplier or Seller has named its
MC as such.

The analyses of firms at the Seller and Buyer positions also
include the following variable:

� CInput – the proportion of a firm’s operating input acquired from
firms naming it as a MC. In the illustration above, Seller C’s CInput

is ($60 + $30) � ($3000 � $80) = 3.1%.
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